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A Letter From the President

Wayne Crowder
Fellow ISTD

Dear Member,

In our efforts to go green, the National 
Committee has been sending  email campaigns, 
(eblast), to our members.  These important emails 
are a way to keep our members informed as to 
the Society’s news and activities.  Please make 
sure we have your current email address.  Send 
an email to our Membership Services Director 
today to make sure we have it correct.  Email:  
membership@usistd.org

The National Committee has approved sending Topline electronically to 
our members in addition to the hard copy by mail.  Many of our members 
have asked for this in the past and in our efforts to go “green” the decision 
was made.  Catherine Noblitt, our new Topline editor and head of the 
Marketing Committee, has done an excellent job assembling a team of 
volunteers to help with this important informational tool.  Make sure we 
have your email address correct by sending an email to:  membership@
usistd.org

   
A General Meeting has been called August 13, 2014 from 3pm -5pm 

following the NVB Dance Camp at the Wynn Hotel in Las Vegas.  Discounts 
to the NVB Dance Camp are available for USISTD Members.  Check the 
website for further details.   The National Committee is looking forward to 
seeing everyone at this important event.

Our Board of Trustee elections were held this spring.  Please join me in 
congratulating Esther Don, Christine Harvey-Banks, and Martin Lamb for 
winning the election.  They will start their new terms of office July 1, 2014. 

I am excited about the ideas that are in the pipeline and the work of the 
National Committee.  We are a volunteer organization that relies on the help 
from our members to accomplish more.  If you would like to be involved 
with any of these new projects or have ideas of a project to start, don’t 
hesitate to contact any of your officers.  As always we are happy to hear from 
you!

Email the National Committee at:  contact@usistd.org

Sincerely,
Wayne Crowder
President, USISTD
president@usistd.org
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A Letter From the Editor

Catherine Noblitt
Licentiate ISTD

In this issue of Topline Magazine you will find 
an assortment of articles from teaching the Samba, 
teaching the Oversway in Tango, sticking to the 
syllabus, and helping your students make their 
own dance decisions, to important advice on what 

to wear at competitions, figuring out if you have the 
right dance partner, as well as a review of the Wash-
ington Open Congress held in May with Latin Cham-

pions Riccardo & Yulia and hosted by Dan Calloway.  We have also reprinted 
an article from American Dancer entitled “USA Dance Officially adopts the 
ISTD Syllabi.”  

I am pleased to include quite a few photos from various Medal Tests 
and Professional Exam sessions held over the past few months.  Please keep 
sending in your photos.  As always, you will find a list of the upcoming 
exam sessions.  

On August 10th, we will be holding a General Meeting in Las Vegas at 
the Wynn Hotel following the Dance Camp held in conjunction with the LV 
Ball.  Members attending the meeting are also able to receive a discount on 
the Dance Camp.  We hope many of our Midwest and West Coast members 
will be able to join us.  I, personally, hope to meet as many of our members 
as possible.  General Meetings provide a great opportunity to meet your 
fellow members, learn more about the Society, and communicate in person 
your ideas, needs, and concerns.  For those of you not able to join us, please 
feel free to contact me or any of the other National Committee members 
(see inside cover for contact info).  We are always looking for new ideas and 
members who can volunteer their time to help develop and implement these 
great ideas.  

Catherine Noblitt, LISTD
Marketing Director &

Managing Editor, Topline Magazine
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   On The Cover... 

John Pattillo and Lori Woods-Gay with Medal Test Students Kirk & Melody Jones

John Pattillo and his wife, Barbara, have owned Towson Dance Studio 
in Towson, Maryland since 1974.  He has been a USISTD member 
since 1976.  John served as a Committee member on the (then) East 
Coast Committee in the 1980’s and 1990’s, as Publications Director, 
Examination Director, and Treasurer.  He has been training profession-
al candidates for their exams for over thirty years.  John was a finalist 
in most of the major U.S. and Canadian championships, and win-
ner of the Virginia State Championship and the Baltimore-Maryland 
Championship in International Standard.

Also pictured on the cover are Kirk & Melody Jones who have been 
students at Towson Dance Studio since 2005.  Kirk and Melody, along 
with the other valued students pictured inside this issue, participated 
in Towson Dance Studio’s most recent medal tests held on Sunday, 
May 4th, with Lori Woods-Gay as their examiner.  

For more information on the USISTD Medal System, please visit our 
website at www.usistd.org and click on USISTD Medal System.  You 
will find all the necessary information and documents under the 
Marketing Tools heading (Medal System Brochure, DVD, Medal Test 
Sign-up & Achievement Boards, and all the forms you need for your 
student files including all of the ISTD syllabus charts.
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Membership Roster

Darryl E. Adams
MaryAdams
John Airis
Anna Akarman
Haverly Akioka
Natalie Alanna
Rita Algarra
Pierre Allaire
Christine Anderson
Alexandros Armaos
James Bahr
Mandy Ball
Kathleen Banovich
Mark Barth
Nazar Batih
Jeanne Beegle
Joshua Belverio
Ron Bennett
John Berry
Darlene Bienias
Amy Block-Hamilton
Marsha Bonet-Savchenko
Jennifer Booth
Richard Booth
Mary Botta
Phoxay Bouthsavong
Lorena Bravo
Ken Broggelwirth
Nancy Brown
Sean Buck
Susie Buck
Craig Bukowski
Anneliese Burns
Angel Bush
Daniel Calloway
Mariko Cantley
LaMar Carlson
Nathan Cashion
Luciano Catelli
Pierrette Chartier
Martin Chiang
Michael Choi
Pansy Chow
Joe C.K. Chu
Sean  Y. Chung
Victoria Codru
Myra Coffield
Hannah Cole
Donna M. Conti
Warren Cooper
Susan Cox
Kenneth Crone
Marie Crowder
Wayne Crowder
Daphne Cunliffe
Melanie Dale
Wendi-An Davies
William Davies
Deborah Davis
Linda Dean
Randall K. Deats
Dorian Deaver
Betsy Denney
Karson Denney
Polly Dodd
David Don

Esther Don
Beverly Donahue
Pierre Dulaine
Frederick Dunn
Tony Econ
Jane Edgett
Marci Edgington
Dana A. Edwards
Peter Eggleton
Miriam Ellis
Nina H. Endicott
Jean Michel Erole
Stepanie Falciano
Eileen Farrell
Geoffrey Fells
Richard Fiore
David Flowers Sr.
Irma Flynn
Joe Flynn
Dr. Gusztav Fogarassy  
 (Varga)
Ian Folker
Zachary Foreman
Walter Lee Fox
Rebecca Francoeur-
Breeden Patricia 
 Franzino
Heather Fuller
Joseph Galanthay
Tonja Garamella
Garry Gekhman
Louis Giacchino
Ian Gillett
Deborah Gillitzer
Eric Gillitzer
Kirill Gorjatsev
Andre Gosselin
Thomas Joe Green
Marcy Gross
Stephen Hadley
Lorraine Hahn
Lance Halverson
Laura C. Hannan
David Hansel
James L. Hardesty
Ann Harding-Trafford
Christine Harvey-Banks
Bruce Hasson
Judi Hatton
Frederic Havez
Brian Hendrickson 
Colin Hillary
Phyllis Hintze
Valentine Hodgman
Curt Holman
Sharon Holman
Valerie I. Houseman
Rachel Hunt
Tina Husinko
Paula Iacono
Sophie Idromenos
Kristiina Ilo
Rauno Ilo
Basil Issaev
Alexander Jacobs
Lucas Jaime

Diane Jarmolow
Izabela Jaworska
Audrey Jean
Jean Jeffery
Laszlo Jilly
Shirley Johnson-Cardinali
Charles Jones
Kate Jones
Lihann Jones
Eugene Joseph
Laura Payne Juarez
Peter Kadel
Julius Gyula Kaiser
Brent Keck
Jean Keehan
William Keehan
C. Anson Kibby
Jameson Kilburn
Mariusz Kotowski
Valerie Kouba
Maxim Kozhevnikov
Mary Lou Kyriacou
Anik Laforest
Martin D. Lamb
Eva LeBlanc
Chantal LeClerc
Una Lee
Rex Lewis
Richard Linden
Kathleen Llorens
Diane P. Luckmann
Trevor Luff
Alexandra Lyubchevskaya
Bruce Maine
James Maranto
Jenell Maranto
Jan Mattingly
Jennifer McCalla
Stanley McCalla
Patricia McClanahan
Daniel McGee
Annica Menicutch
Marcia Miller
Victoria I. Moon
Gerald More
William Morganti
Brian Nash
Jeffrey Nehrbass
Michael Neil
Andriy Nevidomskyy
Lan Hung Nguyen
Stuart W. Nichols
Jolene Nickel
Catherine Noblitt
Nazar Norov
Sherry A. Novak
Brooke O’Donnell
Yuko Ota
Simone Ousset
Carlos Pabon
Patricia M. Panebianco
John Pattillo
Marko Pekkarinen
Sharon Pekkarinen
Fabrizia Perini
Andrew Phillips

Pamela Preczewski
Connie Reeves 
Victoria A. Regan
Romney Reyes
Colleen E. Reynolds
Kenneth Richards
Laura Ritter
Dennis Rogers
Jackie Rogers
Kamil Rogowski
Joseph Rukendorfer
Gail Rundlett
Cher Rutherford
Tom Rzepnicki
Inez Sarah Sahlin
Anastasia Salter
Yanna Samkova
Diane Samuelson
Sharon Savoy   
Cassandra Schneider
Trudy Sellers
Frederic Shipley
Nikolai Shpakov
Penelope Shubert
Gwenllian Silva
Ive Simard
Edward Simon
Ken Sloan
Sergei M. Slussky
Kimberly Smith
Martin Smith
Allie Spinder
Boris Spitchka
Kathy St. Jean -Deats
Amanda Stearns
Phillip B. Stephens
Robin Stockdale
Akiyoshi Sugino
Joann Y. Sugino
Lisa-Anice Sutphen
Sue Swain
Francois Szony
Jerry T. Theodossiou
Linda Theodossiou
Christopher Thompson
Pat Traymore
Mireille Tuendemann
Yolanda Vargas
Mirelle Veilleux
John Vitti
Brittney Wakefield
Lee Wakefield
Linda Wakefield
Michell Wan-Stone
Katy Warren
Peter Waterson
Sarah Watson
Peggy Weisensel Chavey
Brian Wells
Roger Wiblin
Colin Williams
Isabelle Wilson
Angela Wood 
Ralene Woodbury
Lori Woods-Gay
Amy Yang

Ruth Yang
Jeffrey Yannello
Alex Young
Yulia Zagoruychenko
Gail Zera
William Zimmerman
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The United States Imperial Society for Teachers of Dancing
Esther Don’s

American Style Syllabus 
Manuals & DVDs

Visit our online store today at www.usistd.org

Enhance your dance knowledge.
Learn at your own pace.

Strengthen your teaching skills.
Prepare for your next Professional Exam.

 Improve your Dancing Today!
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Examinations Director’s Report

Amanda Ball
Fellow ISTD

We have had a somewhat slow start this year for 
examination numbers, but it seems to be picking up 
a bit now for the summer and fall. We have examina-
tion sessions booked all over the US through the rest 
of the year. Take a look below to see if there is one 
near you that you might be interested in joining or 

adding your own day to.
In the interest of streamlining the system for getting 

medal certificates back to you quickly and correctly, 
please make sure the candidates’ names are spelled correctly and legibly on 
the Roster. I don’t know your candidates and I rely on the Roster to make the 
certificates. I have a much better chance of getting the certificates back to you 
with your candidates’ names spelled correctly, if I have something accurate to 
start with. If you could also please enter only one medal test per line (on the 
Roster), it will save time and phone calls. If you have 3 dances in a 2 dance 
Bronze medal all on one line, I won’t know if the marks are the same for all 3, 
or how I should split them on the occasion it matters. Please call me if you’re 
not sure about how to enter them. Once you are used to the system it is easy 
and efficient. 

If you would like more information about any of this, or to schedule an 
exam, or exam session, please contact me. I’d be very happy to walk you 
through the process, if it is new to you. Our examination system is set up to 
help maintain our high standards for teachers in the dance industry and to 
promote good dancing and your dance business. 

Upcoming Exam Sessions:  
August 10th – 11th, 2014: Lori Woods-Gay will be hosting exams in NJ. 2 

Examiners could be available for Fellowship exams.
August 2014: Marci Edgington will be hosting exams in Provo, UT.
September 7th, 2014: Valentine Hodgman and Kenneth Richards will be 

hosting exams in Wilmington, DE.
September 20th, 2014: Sherry Novak will be hosting exams in CA. 2 Exam-

iners will be available for Fellowship exams.
September 21st, 2014: Yolanda Vargas will be hosting exams in San Diego, 

CA.
October, 2014: Mandy Ball will be hosting exams in Orlando, FL. There 

could be 2 Examiners available for Fellowship exams.
December, 2014: Connie Reeves and Deborah Gillitzer will be hosting 

exams in Milwaukee and Madison, WI.
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December/January 2014/2015: Phillip Stephens will be hosting exams in 
Houston, TX. 2 Examiners will be available for Fellowship exams.

The Examination Sessions above are being organized by individual mem-
bers of the Society. They are collaborations between the Organizer and the So-
ciety.  If you wish to schedule a Professional exam during one of these sessions 
please contact the Exam Organizer directly to see if there is time and space to 
include you in the session, then submit your Application to the Examinations 
Director.  While the costs payable to the Society are standardized, each Orga-
nizer will also charge additional fees for the travel costs of the Examiner and 
the floor rental.  These costs may vary greatly depending on how the organizer 
is arranging their Examination Session.  If you are able to schedule your exam 
with the Exam Organizer please ask them what these costs will be. All Student 
Medal Tests must be arranged through your Professional USISTD Instructor.

You may also set up your own exam session, or travel to an Examiner. Ex-
aminers are frequently available after competitions. Contact the Examinations 
Director for more information.

Completed Exam Sessions:
March 22nd, 2014: Mary Botta hosted 12 medal tests in Crofton, MD.
March 31st, 2014: Judi Hatton hosted 2 professional exams, welcoming 2 

new members in Port Saint Lucie, FL.
April 6th, 2014: Valentine Hodgman and Kenneth Richards hosted 37 

medal tests and 1 professional exam in Wilmington, DE.
April 27th, 2014: Kevin Freedman hosted 19 medal tests in Hummelstown, 

PA.
April 27th, 2014: Song Kim hosted 28 medal tests, in LA, CA. 
May 3rd, 2014: Paula Iacono hosted medal tests in NY.  
May 4th, 2014: John Pattillo hosted 17 medal tests in Timonium, MD.
May 18th, 2014: Mandy Ball hosted 79 medal tests with Stuart Nichols and 

Quanita, and 1 professional exam in Orlando, FL. 
July 26th – 27th, 2014: Connie Reeves and Deborah Gillitzer will be host-

ing exams in Milwaukee and Madison, WI.

Congratulations to...
Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type 
Darlene Bienias, FL Licentiate American Rhythm 
Aleksandra Spitchka, NY Licentiate International Ballroom 
Boris Spitchka, NY Licentiate International Ballroom 
Kenneth Richards, DE Licentiate International Ballroom 
Brian Wells, DE Licentiate International Ballroom 
   
If your examination was taken close to, or after the Topline deadline,  
your success will be celebrated in the next issue.   
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Brian Hendrickson, Mandy Ball, Lynn Unruh, Miriam 
Ellis, Jim Hardesty, Susan Spraker

Bottom row, L to R: Mandy Ball, Julia Golhofer, Joanne Jackson, Carla Hoskins, 
Miriam Ellis, Tom Huber, Judie Kemp, Melody Sweigert, Stuart Nichols.

Top Row, L to R: Neale Cogswell, Lucy Cogswell, Don Karraker,
 Carolyn Karraker, Sandra Jones

Jim Hardesty and  
Darlene Bienias 

(L AR exam)

MEDAL EXAMS
May 18, 2014

Orlando, Florida
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MEDAL EXAMS
December 2013

Madison, Wisconsin

Darrah and Peggy Chavey with Lori Woods Gay

Student Sek Cheong with instructor Deborah Gillitzer
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We welcome to the Society two of our newest members Boris 
& Sasha Spitchka. Trained by Judi Hatton, Boris and Sasha re-
cently took their first ISTD exams each receiving their Licentiate 
Ballroom degree with a Highly Commended result. The exami-
nations were conducted by Ms. Miriam Ellis and took place in 
North Palm Beach, FL

Boris & Sasha are the owners of the Fred Astaire Dance 
Studio in Albany, NY. They are absolutely thrilled to have had 
such great success on their first ISTD exams, and are now begin-
ning their training for their Latin American exams. The Spitch-
kas look forward to being active and involved members of the 
Society.

New Members 
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Social Graces

Cher Rutherford
Fellow &

Examiner ISTD

A Ballroom Etiquette Column

   Where is the glamor?

    Is it really important to be in costume, semi-
formal, or formal attire during the evening awards 
presentations?
   The short answer is yes. 
   It was a  Saturday evening at a competition. The 
awards for the top studios, top teachers and many 
professional events were being presented through-

out the session. It was the observation of one  of 
the skilled and talented photographers of ballroom 
dancing that a number of people were not really in 
proper attire  for a photo line up. This is a time when  

you would think that all dancers would be wearing their finest and ready to 
strike a pose. Well, not all dancers. So the paparazzi requested the topic be 
mentioned in  this column.
   Unless you have performed a solo/showdance/theatrical routine, these fol-
lowing top ten  articles of clothing should NOT be worn when being photo-
graphed at the evening awards presentation:

1.  Jeans of any style.
2.  Flip flops, house slippers, exercise/ running shoes.
3.  Warm up outfits or studio logo jacket. 
4.  An unbuttoned, sleeves rolled up shirt without the tie.
5.  The dance cover up robe or the house robe.
6.  T-shirts..the good, the bad or the ugly.
7.  Hats and ball caps..save them for the early flight home.
8.  A casual day dress, slacks, blouse, etc.
9.  A casual day suite, khakies, plaid shirts, etc.
10.  A casual anything

   For couples that compete more than one division the costumes can  be 
tricky. Sometimes the professional event results /awards are presented when 
you have already changed costumes for the next division.This is not the time 
for the robe, warm up outfit or studio logo jackets. Without proper attire you 
will stick out (not in a good way) in the pictures being taken.Don’t forget that 
many organizers do  produce a beautiful brochure  for the following year’s 
event and your picture may or may not be included ....So look your best!
  Dressing properly makes you look good  and shows your professionalism.  
It is respectful to the competition organizers as well as to your students to be 
fabulously dressed for the ballroom.
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Sherry Novak
Fellow &

Examiner ISTD

Amalgamation

In’s and Out’s of the 
Tango Oversway

The International syllabus offers several interesting endings to the 
Drop Oversway in Tango. No doubt you have your own favorites for 
teaching and enjoy creating new variations. Below you will find more 
possible ways to incorporate the Oversway into choreography.

First, an easy amalgamation for Oversway newbies: 

Commence in P.P., man on RF, lady on LF. 

Man dances four steps forward in P.P., LRLR, down LOD to the count 
of SQQS, make the last slow into a Chair by bending lower into the R 
knee. Lady dances natural opposite.

Man lifts through R knee and flick LF in P.P., count S. Close LF to RF, 
shaping forward as in Up Line, count &, keeping weight on LF bend 
left knee and drop into Oversway line using right sway and display-
ing partner, count S. Keeping weight on LF, lift slightly through left 
knee and drag RF, count S. Lady dances natural opposite. 

Man turns lady slightly to the right with his right hand then closes 
RF to LF straightening knees, count &. With weight on RF lower into 
right knee, point LF to the side without weight, using a left sway to 
display partner in a Same Foot Lunge, count S. 

Lady turn slightly to the right, maintaining weight on RF flick LF be-
hind her then point LF forward without weight, lower into right knee 
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and shape to right in Same Foot Lunge, count &S. 
 
Man step to the side on LF, close RF to LF, count QQ. Lady transfer 
weight forward to LF and swivel point to end in closed position, 
count QQ.

To advance this variation for more experienced students: 

Commence in P.P., man on RF, lady on LF.

Man dances a natural pivot then steps forward between lady’s feet 
opening her to P.P., walk through to Chair, count SQQQQS. (To make 
more challenging add more pivots.) Change the promenade flick into 
a high kick, count S.

Continue to dance the Oversway as in first variation, count &S. Add a 
sway change, count &S. Same Foot Lunge with Lady’s flick as de-
scribed above, count &S.

Man step to side close as above, count QQ, leading partner to wing 
position. Lady dances three small steps forward to Man’s left side, 
count Q&Q.

Dance two forward walks in left side position, count SS. Continue to 
any Reverse figure or Five Step depending on alignment.

Happy dancing!
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On the Lesson

Daphne Cunliffe
Fellow ISTD

A few weeks ago I brought my students out to 
a dance studio for a dance party.  I like to expose 
them to other dance venues and it allows them 
to see how other people dance and they can test 
our their leading and following skills on other 
dancers.  Certain dance parties have DJs who play 
the music.  This often offers a much better selection 
of music.  Someone is paying attention to what the 
dancers are doing and more thought is put into the 
specific playlists. I often compliment the DJ when 
I feel they do a good job.  Putting together good 
playlists is harder than one thinks.

When a Samba was played, only a few people 
got up and danced.  While I was dancing with one of my students, I 
noticed that one of my men, who didn’t know Samba, was dancing with 
someone.  They were doing quite nicely — I was amazed that he was able 
to pick up Samba so quickly.  When the music stopped, he came up to me 
and declared Sambas was his favorite music and he wanted to learn the 
dance on his next lesson.  I was so happy!  So few people want to spend 
the time learning Samba — it is a very difficult dance!

As a teacher and a trainer, Samba has been the hardest dance to 
teach.  It offers so many challenges — rhythm changes, difficult footwork, 
unusual transitions from one figure to another, and all this in just the 
student teacher level alone.  Over the years I have developed a system 
to teach social dancing students to enjoy Samba without sacrificing the 
integrity of the dance.  I usually advocate following the International 
Latin syllabus quite closely, teaching the steps in the order in which 
they are written.  Because Samba figures are written as elements, it is 
necessary to provide structure for the students, therefore, I teach small 
amalgamations they can link together.

Initially, when I first introduce the dance to a student, I have 
them first dance the whisk, left and then right, then I have the man 
lead an underarm turn to the right for the lady as he does a whisk to 
the left.  After this turn I have him dance a natural basic.  This small 
amalgamation is danced over and over again so I can explain timing, 
footwork, lead, follow and the importance of the natural basic.

The second amalgamation I have them learn is the Samba walks in 
promenade position.  After four Samba walks I have the man lead two 
whisks and then the underarm turn, then back to the natural basic.  I 
spend a great deal of time on the rhythm and musicality of the dance, but 
not so much on the hips.  If I can get the students to love the music, then 
they will want to spend time learning the dance.
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My goal for teaching Samba to social dancing students is to give them 
enough variety but not make it too difficult so that they can lead and 
follow other social dancers.  All the figures that I show them are either in 
closed, promenade, or shadow positions.  Shadow position is a common 
one in Samba and is different enough so the student can remember how 
to get in and out of it.  From promenade position I teach Samba walks, 
criss-cross boto fogos and criss-cross voltas.  These figures give the 
student enough repetition in the different steps so that they can become 
proficient at them.  If they ever get bored, you can always introduce other 
figures.

To teach shadow position, use foot changes #1 and #3.  These enables 
the students to match each other’s footwork and body position.  Using 
a mirror is helpful and it also helps to teach the difficult partnering of 
shadow position.

These six or seven figures enable the students to maneuver around 
the floor having enough variety to keep it interesting.  All the figures end 
with the leader having the right foot free so that they can dance a natural 
basic.  The natural basic, by rotating to the right enables the student to 
navigate the dance floor, setting up the figures so they can move around 
line of dance.

It is also important, when teaching Samba, to have a variety of good 
music and different tempos.  Bota fogos and voltas need to be danced 
slowly at first and it can be disheartening to the student if they can’t 
keep up with the music.  Exciting and interesting music is the key to 
encouraging students to learn this challenging dance.

 
 

Trevor Luff 
Dual Fellow International Ballroom & Latin, 

Triple Licentiate American Smooth, Rhythm & Theatre Art's. 
 

Available for preparation of professional candidates and Studio's 
for USISTD Examinations. 

 
Available for student preparation for medal testing 

 
Please Call (714) 788-8759 

Email dancepersuasion@gmail.com 
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They say, “Partnerships for marriage are made in heaven.”  
What about, “partnerships for dancing?”

PARTNER OR FOE ... HOW DO YOU KNOW?
by Joe Peoria, Member ISTD, NDCA, USD

When two serious, determined dancers pursuing similar dance goals 
join forces, their interaction in the school produce a sort of third entity, an 
intensified energy force that benefits both parties. Practice effectiveness 
is increased thus enhancing performance for public appearance. In an 
effective partnership, you’ll find mutual respect at a high level and a 
driving obsession to work consistently at greatest capacity, motivating and 
inspiring each other to accomplish maximally from all efforts put forth. 
Such a partnership is conductive to achieving excellent results and leads to 
development of positive expectations.

Too often I’ve seen partners that negatively affected practice efforts 
because of low expectations, fluctuating levels of enthusiasm, inadequate 
motivation and support, and a host of other retarding factors.

If you are presently training with a partner, take time to evaluate your 
situation. Is it productive in terms of your development, progress, and goal 
achievement?

Here are some guidelines to help you access your current partner and 
practice sessions. Ask yourself the following questions first, before starting 
training:

1. Are your objectives and goals clearly defined, understood and 
agreed upon between the two of you?

2. Did you seek the guidance of your coach/teacher to help you plan a 
program to follow?

3. Do you discuss what you expect to accomplish before you start a 
lesson?

4. Is your partner consistent and prompt in days and times of practice? 
5. Is your partner sincere and do they inevitably discuss personal 

problems or other negative concerns when they arise and give you 
their fullest attention and co-operation to resolve them?

6. Does your partner motivate and inspire you to strive for excellence 
when rehearsing intricate patterns or complex amalgamations?

7. Does a healthy competitiveness exists between the two of you or 
does jealousy infect the relationship so that you must “prove a 
point” to each other?

8. Are your practices invigorating, enjoyable, and satisfying when 
training with your partner?

Take these and as many other related variables as you possibly can 
think of into account to determine if your situation is positive, productive, 
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and beneficial.  Then if it isn’t, “junk it”. You will never reach your goal 
associating with those who inhibit, hinder or deter your efforts. Instead 
align yourself with a partner who inspires, motivates and drives you to 
higher levels of performance. If you evaluate all of these questions honestly 
and realistically and you find your partnership is not working in a positive 
manner, the sooner you upgrade it, the sooner you will progress. Success in 
competition demands you maintain high energy, stay alert, keep vigorous, be 
lively, energetic, eliminate anxiety, strive for an ideal performance state, keep 
your attitude as positive as possible and remember partnerships is working 
together in harmony for a mutual benefit. Good luck to you.

********************
     

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

Promote a Medal Test 
in Your School!

Our new brochure shows students the value 
and fun of the Medal System!

What is a Medal Test? 
How does it work?

How will a Medal Test help me achieve 
my dancing goals?

Brochures are now available through our 

website USISTD.org OR via email at

publications@usistd.org OR call (917) 362-3924
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Bob Giordani and Brigitte Geri

Boonsee Nair 
with her teacher 
Denis Satonin

John Gonzalez and Diana Cheng with Lori Woods-Gay and 
John Pattillo

Medal Tests at Towson Dance Studio
with Lori Woods-Gay 

May 4, 2014
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Connie Wright with her teachers, Chris Reisler and Anthony Wamwea

Sharon Walker with her teacher Slava Sergiev

Meena Williamson with her teacher Stephen Nadeau
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Sticking to the Syllabus
by John Pattillo

We have syllabi to give us a ready reference to all of the figures in a 
particular dance, or level of dance, but a syllabus was never intended to be a 
dogmatic straightjacket.   It is simply not possible to list every possible variant 
that a good dancer might employ.  An experienced teacher always has a 
“backlist” of additional movements, or figures, or variations to give his students 
as needed.

Well thought out syllabi are built up out of those figures that give you the 
comprehensive base of the dance, and then move your technique to higher and 
higher levels.  Each floor supports the next one.  The International Standard 
syllabus is a case in point.  

A poorly organized syllabus is one that is a hodge-podge of a little of this 
and that, often according to the fad of the moment.  This happens especially 
when a dance is new.  Personally, I have never been much impressed by the 
statement, “This figure isn’t done anymore -- it isn’t popular.”  If good dancers 
once found a movement attractive and having the “feel of dance” about it, why 
shouldn’t one do it now, even though someone thinks it is not “popular?”

A few years ago I learned that the Crossover (New York) was “not being 
done” in the Salsa clubs in Baltimore where I teach.  So, I have proceeded to tell 
my Salsa students this fact -- and then I teach it to them anyway.  (I assume that 
this readership knows that the Crossover is a staple of Rumba, Cha Cha, Mambo, 
Bolero, and, at one time, Salsa).  It flows readily, almost automatically, out of the 
material of the dance.  So it seems absurd to exile it to the status of “figura non 
grata”.  

A couple of decades ago, the first major revision of the Ballroom Technique 
removed a handful of figures from the syllabus.  Teachers from around the world 
complained that they liked and regularly taught those figures, so they were re-
inserted, but as wretched orphans in the back of the book.  One of those figures 
was the Drag Hesitation in Waltz.  Recently one of my students, a man with an 
exceptionally intuitive feel for dance, reinvented this figure by accident (as many 
figures were invented).  Did I tell him that that was no longer a syllabus figure, 
or that he shouldn’t use it?  No, I said, “Congratulations, you just re-invented an 
older figure!”  He was quite tickled, and now employs it a lot.

I think it is particularly unfortunate when a figure is removed from a 
syllabus when that figure is necessary for others that are still included.  For 
example, the Zig-Zag in Quickstep was removed many years ago, as was the 
Running Zig-Zag.  Then we were left with the Zig-Zag, Back Lock and Running 
Finish, which was always danced very poorly because no one knew what a 
Zig-Zag was (a lady’s  Reverse Heel Turn, followed by a man’s Heel Pull, lady 
outside).   How can you erect a building and then remove its foundation?

Similarly, we have today the Natural Zig-Zag from P.P. in Foxtrot, but no one 
knows the simpler Natural Zig-Zag (not from P.P.), from which it was derived.   
And, as a consequence, there is neither zig nor zag to this gold level figure. 

So, I think younger teachers should not imagine that the syllabus is the end 
of the story, but should venture farther afield.  There is more in heaven and earth 
than is dreamt of in any syllabus.
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Do you have photos from medal tests, examinations or 
competitions that have taken place at your studio?

Send them to TOPLINE 
for publication!

Send photos to

Catherine Noblitt, Topline Managing Editor
115-E Versailles Circle, Baltimore, MD 21204

c_noblitt@hotmail.com

Brian Wells passed his licentiate ballroom exam in 
Orlando, FL on April 12, 2014. He received a “highly 
commended” score. Mandy Ball was his partner and 

Miriam Ellis was the examiner. 
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Washington Open Congress
by Diane Samuelson, ISTD

On Thursday, May 1st, World Professional Latin Champions Riccardo 
Cocchi and Yulia Zagoruychenko taught an all-day Congress as part 
of the Washington Open Dancesport Championships, organized by 
ISTD Quadruple Fellow Dan Calloway, Silke Calloway, and Robert 
Woods.1

Riccardo and Yulia each taught four workshops, with the breakdown 
as follows:

Y: Exercises for Latin Actions
Y: The Art of Rumba Walk
R: Cha Cha Fundamentals
R: Samba Rhythms
Y: Rumba Motion and Emotion
Y: Paso Doble – Man vs. Woman
R: Samba Bounce Action
R: Jiving and Wailing

While many of the workshops focused on fundamental body actions 
essential to all Latin dances, one pervasive theme was an emphasis on 
spine and upper body action.  Both Riccardo and Yulia spoke of upper 
body movement as a direct reaction to the lower body, and essential 
to completing the basic movements well and on time.  Throughout the 
day, attendees worked on using their backs through Rumba walks, 
Cha Cha basics and lock steps, and a variety of Samba figures.

Further emphasis was placed on body movement during Yulia’s Paso 
Doble workshop, in which dancers not only practiced basic shapes 
and stretches, but also danced through several syllabus figures – in-
cluding Chasse Cape and Twists – with improved body usage.  Danc-
ers were encouraged to push their physical limits of shaping and 
stretching without losing their underlying core structure.  

Riccardo devoted some of his workshops on Samba practicing phras-
ing, even while doing basic actions.  Dancers practiced a series of ac-
tions, including whisks, botofogos, and voltas, focusing on attacking 
the movement on count one, building up to count five, and pulling 

1 Yulia is an honorary member of the USISTD.
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back slightly through count eight, then beginning the sequence again 
with a new action.  

As a departure from the other workshops, Yulia’s discussion of “Rum-
ba Motion and Emotion” focused on one specific figure done a variety 
of different ways, in this case Sliding Doors.  Yulia went through the 
man’s and lady’s parts of Sliding Doors with three different types of 
actions leading to three different types of emotions conveyed.  At-
tendees tried out a version with Cuban Rocks and a soft, intimate feel, 
a version with dramatic lunges for both partners, and a version with 
sharp, animalistic movements for a more aggressive style.  

Attendees greatly enjoyed the various workshops and were highly 
appreciative of the opportunity to spend a day learning from some of 
the best dancers in the world.  Hopefully Mr. Calloway and his fellow 
organizers will continue to offer Congresses in the future.  As a teach-
ing organization, the USISTD encourages continuing education and 
training for professionals, even if they are not competing, as attending 
workshops and Congresses can make a difference not just in a teach-
er’s own dancing but in their teaching as well.  
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Visit our online store today at www.usistd.org.
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Decisions Allowed
Over the years I observed two groupings of 

teachers: those who stymie decisions and those who 
encourage them.  I practice the latter. The goal for all 
my students is to achieve decision-making autonomy 
as they grow in their dancing ability. The idea is for 
the learners to choose what they deem to be in their 
own best interest. Given the caveat that the student 
may not know what is best, I, as the coach, must 

guide the learner but not decide for them.
With younger students and occasionally early teens, I make the majority of 

the crucial decisions in regards to choreography. However, I let them make lesser 
selections. For older teens, I create more opportunity for choice. I demonstrate 
two movements and ask them to select one to include in their routine. Moreover, 
I only choose the opportune moments in the lesson for teaching or reinforcing 
this skill (no more than twice a lesson) so as not to overwhelm the learner. 
Additionally, I intermittently, model this behavioral decision-making process by 
explaining the reasoning behind my choices for them. Then, in order to build the 
decision-making skills further, at least the first couple of times after the student 
makes a decision I ask, “Why did you choose this?” After some time passes, I 
ask, “Was that a good decision?” Soon the students learn that every decision 
requires a reason. This “choice” is effective since the teacher knows both options 
are suitable for the student but the learner decides.

While continuing to implement these ideas, I vary my approach slightly 
with adult and senior students, based on their goals. For example, a couple 
preparing their wedding dance would like the instructor to select movements 
for them. Likewise, if the student is a beginner or even intermediate dancer then 
the teacher is the decision maker, as students must acquire content knowledge 
before practicing decision-making skills. Someone who has competed for a 
couple of years, however, yearns for a little independence. During this time, 
the competitive dancer undoubtedly has explored numerous iterations of 
choreography and has an awareness of what feels or looks good on them. 
As with the above example, I do not advocate for complete independence in 
decision-making, but rather moments to practice this technique.

Finally, the teacher must adjust the level of autonomy based on the 
individual’s or couple’s age, ability, and experience. In all cases, children as well 
as adults appreciate being, at least, consulted since this builds confidence in their 
judgment. In the end, the purpose is to give students the ability to lead their own 
learning. Let us all remember this the next time we are teaching: Decisions are 
allowed.

Sophie Idromenos
Associate USISTD
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